
Heavy duty cast axle adds strength, 
enabling the tractor to withstand the 
stresses of uneven terrain

The E36 features a highly reliable, 
single cylinder 452cc Ariens engine

1770mm

983mm
(inc deck)

1020mm

Intuitive and simple dashboard 
provides essential information on 
the operation of the tractor

ENGINE TRANSMISSION STANDARD  
CUTTER DECK

MID-MOUNTED
BRUSHCUTTER
ATTACHMENT

POWERED GRASS COLLECTOR 
CAPACITY

E36 Ariens 
single cylinder 452cc Hydrostatic 92cm (36")  

XRD rear discharge N/A 255 litres

E Series Lawn Tractor

E36

The Countax E36 is a tough and durable lawn tractor.

What sets the E36 apart is its cut and collection system. The reinforced, 

triple bladed 92cm (36") cutter deck first lifts up the grass for cutting, then 

forces down the clippings, neatly ejecting them to the rear of the deck. 

With an integrated roller and powered brushes, the trailing collector sweeps 

the clippings from the lawn, simultaneously flattening the cut grass as it 

mows. The result is a smart striped lawn with near perfect collection every 

time... even when cutting wet grass.

1130mm

SEE REVERSE FOR FEATURES / BENEFITS / SPECIFICATIONS



FEATURES BENEFITS

255 litre Powered  
Grass Collector

 Cut and collect grass fully even when it’s wet

 Leave neat lawn stripes

 Prevent unwanted grass clippings being walked into the house

Tough and durable construction

 Cast front axle provides strength and rigidity at the point of  
most impact

 Painted components surpass 500 hours of continuous salt  
spray testing

 Steel construction and double-skinned bonnet

92cm (36") Cutter deck
 Tough, highly durable, fabricated cutter deck

 Reinforced impact bars to protect the deck from the knocks and 
scrapes of everyday use

Designed for easy maintenance
 Fast access to the engine bay thanks to a quick-release bonnet 

mechanism

 Tool-free access to tractor relays 

 Translucent fuel tank for easy checking of fuel level

Easy-to-use controls
 Geared deck-lift system makes changing the cutting height  

almost effortless

 Engagement of collector controlled by a lightweight lever

 Touch button control of cutter deck engagement
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E36

ENGINE Ariens single cylinder 452cc 

TRANSMISSION Hydrostatic Foot Control

STANDARD CUTTER DECK 92cm (36") XRD rear discharge

MID-MOUNTED BRUSHCUTTER ATTACHMENT N/A

XRD DECK HEIGHT SETTINGS 12mm (½") up to 101mm (4”)

PGC* CAPACITY (litres) 255

PGC* ELECTRIC LIFT N/A

PGC* ELECTRIC EMPTYING N/A

POWER TAKE-OFF Standard (Manual engage)

BULLBAR N/A

OMS N/A

FUEL TANK (LITRES) 7

DIFFERENTIAL LOCK N/A

WHEEL SIZE (FRONT / REAR) 38cm / 51cm (15" / 20")

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H) (cm) inc PGC* 279 x 98 x 113

*PGC – Powered Grass Collector


